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Summary Report  

Future Sustainability Research: Trends, Implications and Challenges  

Sustainability is about interconnectivity. It does not sit within one discipline but consists of different academic pieces that together make up the 

larger puzzle. During our roundtable we tried to reflect this bigger picture by connecting all individual participants’ research output. Participants 

came from the business school, development studies, political economy, law and international studies. The diversity of research is reflected in 

participants’ topical focus, the inclusion of different actors and structures and the adoption of various research methods.  

Firstly, sustainability encompasses a wide variety of topics, which is illustrated by the UN’s seventeen individual sustainable development goals. 

Each issue highly correlates with other topics. In general, these topics can be summarized as people, planet, profit and partnerships. Participants 

studied, amongst other things, issues related to regulation, corruption, environment, human rights, communities and natural resources. Anna, for 

example, researched the impact of transnational activist networks in Brazil on the wider human rights discourse. Furthermore, Marc theorized how 

corporate scandals, such as the Volvo crisis, can stimulate long-term changes creating more responsible business. 

Secondly, sustainability encompasses a wide range of stakeholders. This ranges from companies operating in different industries and countries to 

governments, institutional investors, international institutions / organisation, activist groups, local communities and individual citizens. Tim’s work 

showcases the role of NGOs in climate resilience. He shows that NGOs differ in how they approach and theorize climate resilience which currently 

results in inefficient alliances and forfeits impact. Robyn, on the other hand, gave a historical overview of the meaning and various initiatives 

concerning social impact measurement. She shows how the term social impact cascaded from a closed investors community into mainstream business 

language. 

More specifically, corporate sustainability, which focusses explicitly on firms’ environmental and social responsibility, appears to vary heavily 

across countries and sectors. Governmental regulation as well as the presence of vocal NGO groups and the constitution of society e.g. norms and 

values, are important determinants for the exact context. Laura discussed a Columbian case study where she researched the daily management of a 

mining company that deals with local communities. Her study focusses on the involvement of communities and employees. Antonella took a different 

perspective and discussed the impact of renewable energy policies on communities in Brazil. She concluded that despite its positive image, renewable 

energy brings many pitfalls and risks for poor societies.   

Furthermore, many participants directly or indirectly discussed the role of States. Regulation on corporate sustainability taps into the debate of soft 

law versus hard law, in other words are voluntary codes and initiatives enough to stimulate responsible business behaviour or do we need formal 

regulations with enforcement mechanisms? Alice talked about the establishment of a new French law that makes large firms liable when they do 

not perform a due diligence along their supply chain regarding human rights and the environment. Kahee shifted the discussion to environmental 

regulation in Asia by discussing her case study on how regulation of the South-Korean automotive industry shifted from “brown” to “green”. Her 

study illustrates the instrumental and structural power that business has over regulation. 
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Another way business power manifest is through corporations their political activities, such as lobbying. So-called responsible or ethical 

lobbying can either reflect the lobby process e.g. transparency and accessibility, or the lobby content e.g. firms’ policy positions. Alexandre 

compared lobby regulation in India and Brazil; both have recently amended transparency requirements to enhance accountability. Onna, on the other 

hand, argues that voluntary CSR initiatives provoke firms to lobby more in line with the public interest. She supports her argument by empirical 

results that indicate that firms who participate in global CSR initiatives lobby for more regulation in the European Commission. 

Thirdly, articles varied from purely theoretical pieces to rich empirical works. Some took a qualitative outlook by conducting ethnographic research, 

untangling discourse patterns, mapping out historical trends and/or holding open-ended interviews. These studies focussed, for example, on 

community level impact, the diffusion of norms and concepts, the process dynamics of regulation or intra-company changes. Others took a 

quantitative outlook by making use of existing datasets and collecting first-hand data via content-analysis or interviews aiming to detangle causal 

relationships. To illustrate, Iva combined various datasets to study the effect of trust and moral hazard on ESG investment. Caterina, on the other 

hand, assembled a rich data set to study the incentives of local politicians for giving out logging permits beyond the legal quota in Indonesia, a 

country where much of deforestation can be attributed to illegal logging and political corruption 

We conclude that to create a holistic picture of sustainability, more interdisciplinary collaboration is needed. Different disciplines embark on 

different concepts, actors, systems, countries, topics and so forth. Researchers complement each other and tell different parts of the same story.  

Participants: 

1. Tim Forsyth (LSE) 

2. Caterina Gennaioli (Queen Mary) 

3. Alice Evans (KCL DID) 

4. Robyn Vidra (KCL DID) 

5. Luciano Ciravegna (KCL DID) 

6. Iva Koci (KCL Business School) 

7. Alexandre Pereira (KCL DID) 

8. Marc Lepere (KCL DID) 

9. Onna van den Broek (KCL DPE) 

10. Anna Grimaldi (KCL KBI) 

11. Kahee Jo (KCL DID) 

12. Laura Knopfel (KCL Law) 

13. Antonella Mazzone (KCL DID)  


